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LUNCH/DINNER OPTIONS 

DARBARS RESTAURANT / MOSCOW

Darbars is known for the authentic fresh Indian & Halal food and you can find them in the centre of Moscow. The chef and

staff continue their tradition of renowned Indian hospitality, welcoming you with a complimentary crispy papadum starter.

Follow this with a wide choice of meat, fish and vegetarian dishes all prepared according to traditional methods, and to

whatever level of spiciness takes your fancy. All dishes have their own characteristic and fresh taste thanks to use of

traditional herbs, spices and time-honoured methods. Don’t hesitate to ask for a recommendation from the staff, they

exactly know what they’re talking about.

GANDHARA RESTAURANT / MOSCOW

Gandara, a restaurant and lounge, a unique interweaving of world-class cuisine, amazing music and a stylish interior. Light

spicy smells of spices, herbs and hookah, unique exotic beauty, incredibly delicious dishes & oriental music. In our

everyday life word Halal became a synonym of food that is allowed for the Muslims but it has a much deeper sacred

meaning. In Islam term “Halal” means meat which can be consumed without breaking any of Muslims eating prohibitions.

Halal is also related with nearly all human life aspects. In service “Halal” means full compliance with the allowed activities

and observance of all restrictions which are required for spiritual worldview of the Muslims.

JAI HINDI RESTAURANT / MOSCOW

Jai Hind the authentic Indian restaurant in Russia makes for a culinary discovery of culture. Inspired by the old royal charm

it takes you away from the hustle of the city to a serene environment in which you can enjoy your meal at leisure while the

soothing strains of classical melodies calm your harried nerves. Unobtrusive but always attentive and warm staff serves

specialties from the different cuisines of North and South India. Jai Hind focus is on the quality of the ingredients it uses

and the cooking methodology which contributes to the authentic flavours of the vegetarian and non-vegetarian dishes that

are elegantly presented and lovingly served.



LUNCH/DINNER OPTIONS 

RESTAURANT NAMASTE / ST. PETERSBURG

CUISINE: Indian & Halal

Indian cuisine has evolved with the epicenter of change occurring all across the world and Namaste restaurant is

representing Authentic Indian Cuisine. Pratush Sharma - your host, has come through the years of experience in culinary

and has also had the honour and opportunity of serving esteemed guests like The Honourable President & The Prime

Minister of India and many famous celebrities from Bollywood. Chef de Cuisine, brings forth for you his expertise in

Indian food including the ones from our Hot Clay Oven – Tandoor.

RESTAURANT OH! MUMBAI / ST. PETERSBURG

CUISINE: Indian & Halal

The chef from New Delhi, Manjeel, masterfully adapts traditional national dishes for a European taste, using only fresh,

carefully selected products, authentic seasonings and sauces in an atmosphere of home comfort and southern hospitality.

Along with Indian cuisine, the menu features the most popular European dishes and snacks. Oh! Mumbai - bar, grill & curry

- a modern look at traditional Indian cuisine, affordable prices and a comfortable stay for the city dweller.

CAPACITY: 120 Seats

RESTAURANT TANDOOR / ST. PETERSBURG

CUISINE: Indian & Halal

This long-running establishment, opened in 1994, is one of two Indian restaurants located a few steps north of St. Isaac's

Cathedral. Tandoor serves classic Indian cuisine slightly adapted for Russian tastes, although the kitchen is happy to add

more spice if asked. Tandoor is certainly not cheap, but the food remains uniformly high quality, and the service is always

exemplary. The restaurant has recently added a summer terrace with great views of the Admiralty and St. Isaac's.
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